Teaching & Learning Committee
Minutes

Location: Cameron Exchange, Room 101c
Date/Time: February 10, 2013 - 2:00 p.m.
Chairperson: Margot Gregory
Secretary: Tony Wohlers
Present: Stephanie Boss, Dr. Syed Ahmed, Dr. Tony Wohlers, and Dr. Terry R. Conley.
Absent: Joel Barnaby, Dr. Carolyn Kinslow, Nikki Kirk, Jeff Larson, Kyle Moore,
Christianah Olubajo Lisa Restivo, Rose M. Welch

Committee Chair Margot Gregory called the session to order. Dr. Wohlers volunteered to serve as the new secretary. Previous meeting minutes are reviewed and approved unanimously.

Proposal and Voting

Experimenting with Anatomy in Clay Teaching Method – Van Sant – $1,105.00

The Teaching and Learning Committee members discussed the proposal thoroughly and acknowledged that it clearly meets the teaching and learning criteria. Nursing students and those struggling with relevant anatomy classes (i.e. human and comparative anatomy) will benefit greatly from attending this workshop along with the faculty. Both students and the faculty will learn new techniques understanding and teaching anatomy. Accordingly, the committee recommended funding the project without restrictions and encouraged Van Sant to also submit a new grant to eventually purchase relevant supplies.

Meeting adjourned. – 2:15 p.m.